1. Preliminaries 1.1. In this paper Top denotes category of topological spaces, Top is the category of pointed spaces, and Sp denotes the category of (omega) spectra. We will implicity assume that all spaces appearing below are the homotopy type of a CW complex.
If Z is a pointed space, and E is a spectrum, then F(Z; E) denotes the function spectrum whose n-th space is the space of based maps from Z to the n-th space of E. If E is a spectrum equipped with action by a topological group G, we let E hG denote the associated homotopy orbit spectrum de ned by (E^EG + )=G.
We cite some results about homotopy limits in closed model categories. Let C be a closed model category. We will assume that C admits a functorial cylinders. One therefore has the notion of homotopy equivalence in C.
If f : D ? ! C denotes a nite diagram (i.e. a covariant or contravariant functor from a very small category D into C), it makes sense to speak of the homotopy limit and homotopy colimit of f (see e.g., DS, 10.13] Proof. This is shown in BK,XIx6] when C is the category of simplicial sets. The proof in the present context is given by direct generalization.
In this paper, we will take C to be the category of spectra. The category of spectra can be equipped with a closed model structure (see e.g., BF]). The cautious reader may alternatively work in Top (with closed model structure determined by Serre brations and weak homotopy equivalences), if she/he so wishes, to obtain the theorem on the level of zero-th spaces.
1.3. De nition of the derivative. We brie y recall here the de nition of the derivative of a homotopy functor f : Top ? ! Top . We shall assume that f is stably excisive (see G,1.8]) . Given a pointed space X, we may consider the map f(X _ S j ) ? ! f(X) :
Call @ X;j f the homotopy ber of this map. Varying j, we get a prespectrum. The associated spectrum is then the de nition of the derivative of f at X. We shall denote it by @ X f.
2. Statement of the main result 2.1. We recall a certain construction of G,2.1]. Let E ! K be a Serre bration over a nite complex K. For each i 0, let E i denote the pushout of
The induced map E i ? ! K is then a bration over K with preferred section. The ber over k 2 K is the space i (E(k) + ), where denotes reduced suspension, and E(k) + denotes the ber E(k) at k with a disjoint basepoint added. Let ? i;K (E) denote the (pointed) space of all sections of E i ? ! K. These spaces form a prespectrum after a minor recti cation (see G,0.1]). Let ? K (E; S 0 + ) denote the corresponding spectrum.
We apply the preceding in the following special case: Let x 2 X be a choice of basepoint. De ne a bration E x (K; X) ? ! K with total space E x (K; X) := f(k; f)j k 2 K; f : K ? ! Xg and map to K given by the rst coordinate projection. Note that the ber over k 2 K is the function space of maps K ! X sending k to x. Using the above construction, we obtain a spectrum ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) :
We are now in a position to state Goodwillie's result G,2.4].
2.2. Main Theorem. Let X be space, K a nite complex. Then the derivative of the functor X 7 ! Q + F(K; X) at the pointed space (X; x) is given by the spectrum ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ).
Fibrations and section spaces
Let K be a nite geometric simplicial complex. We shall sometimes abuse notation and implicitly identify the simplices of K with the standard geometric simplices j j = dim . Set K equal to the category whose objects are simplices of K and whose morphisms are the inclusions of such simplices. It is fairly straightforward to check that the ordinary limit of 3.4 is homeomorphic to ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) .
Let E x (K; X; ) ? ! denote the trivial bration, and let E x (K; X)( ) ? ! denote the restriction of E x (K; X) ? ! K to .
By de nition, there is a natural inclusion E x (K; X; ) ?! E x (K; X)( ) which is a ber homotopy equivalence of brations. This induces a homotopy equivalence ? (E x (K; X; ) ; S 0 + ) ' ? ! ? (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) :
Consequently, taking limits, we get a map (3.5) lim 2 K
? (E x (K; X; ) ); S 0 + ) ? ! lim 2 K ? (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) :
Since the source of 3.5 is homeomorphic to H ( K ; E x (K; X; ?)) and the target is homeomorphic to ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) we may rewrite 3.5 as (3.6) H ( K ; E x (K; X; ?)) ? ! ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) ;
It will be su cient to show that the latter is a homotopy equivalence. We will prove this by induction on the simplices of K. 
Prelude to the main result
Given (continuous, stably excisive homotopy) functors f; g: Top ? ! Top , the chain rule of KR, 4.8] says that the derivative of g f at a pointed space X is given by the formula (4.1) @ X (g f) = @ f(X) g^h f(X) @ X f (Here and elsewhere, f(X) denotes the topological group model for the loop space f(X) which is given by taking the realization of the Kan loop group of the total singular complex of f(X) .) Thus, the derivative of g f is determined by the derivative of g, the derivative of f, a certain left action of f(X) on @ X f, and a certain right action of f(X) on @ f(X) g. Set f(X) = F(K; X) (with basepoint given by the constant function to x), and g(Z) = Q + Z. The composite functor g f is then
As a means toward computing the derivative of the latter using the chain rule, we rst identify the derivatives of g and f. The derivative of g is well-known: it is given by the sphere spectrum S 0 (see G,1.19 (1)]). The derivative of f can be computed using the de nition of derivative as follows: recall that it is the spectri cation of the pre-spectrum whose j-th space is given by h b(f(X _ S j ) ? ! f(X)) ; where h b denotes homotopy ber. Let G = X. Since the homotopy ber of X_S j ? ! X is just S j^G + (up to homotopy), it follows that there is a bration up to homotopy F(K; S j^G + ) ? ! F(K; X _ S j ) ? ! F(K; X) :
Spectrifying, the derivative of f at X is given by @ X f = F(K; S 0^G + ) :
The next step is to identify the actions. Using the de nition of the actions as given in KR] , it is fairly straightforward to verify that the right action of f(X) = F(K; X) = F(K; G) on S 0 is trivial, and the left action of F(K; G) on F(K; S 0^G + ) is given pointwise, i.e., by the formula ( ; ) 7 ?! (k 7 ! (k) (k)) ; for 2 F(K; G) and 2 F(K; S 0^G + ), where we are letting G action on S 0^G + by left translation.
In summary, we see that 4.2. Lemma. (cf. KR, A.7] ). The derivative of X 7 ! Q + F(K; X) is given by S 0^h F(K;G) F(K; S 0^G + ) = F(K; S 0^G + ) hF(K;G) :
Proof of the main result
We will make use of the following fact:
Lemma 5.1. If G is a topological group, then the functor Y 7 ! Y hG (from spectra with G-action to spectra) commutes with nite homotopy limits (up to weak equivalence).
Proof. The homotopy orbit construction commutes with co bration sequences. Since every bration is a co bration up to homotopy in category of spectra, it follows that the homotopy orbit construction commutes with brations up to homotopy. As every nite homotopy limit can be expressed as an iterated homotopy ber, the result follows. The latter is in turn equivalent to the corresponding expression involving a homotopy limit (5.6) (H ( K ; 7 ! F( ; S 0^G + ))) hF(K;G) : By 5.1, and the niteness of K, 5.6 is equivalent to the homotopy limit of the functor 
??! F( ; G) :
There is therefore an isomorphism of functors (5.11) ( 7 ! F( ; S 0^G + ) hF(K;G) = ( 7 ! F( ; S 0^G + ) hE x (K;G; ) ) hF( ;G) :
By de nition of action of F(K; G) on F( ; S 0^G + ), we nd that the restriction of the action to E x (K; G; ) is trivial. Consequently, the action factors through the quotient group F( ; G The derivative of g is E. The derivative of f, without regard to the action of H, was computed above; it is the spectrum F(K; S 0^G + ) with F(K; G)-action de ned by pointwise multiplication. It also fairly straightforward to check that the action of H on the latter is the evident one, induced by the action on K. Thus we have identi ed @ X f as a spectrum with H F(K; G)-action.
Applying the chain rule KR, 4.6] , the derivative of 6.1 is given by (6.4) E^h H F(K;G) F(K; S 0^G + ) ;
where F(K; G) acts trivially on E. We showed above (x5) that (6.5) F(K; S 0^G + ) hF(K;G) ' ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) :
There is an H-action on ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) which is induced by one on E x (K; X), given by (k; f) 7 ! (hk; fh ?1 ) for h 2 H. With a bit of e ort, one sees that the equivalence 6.5 is an equivariant map with respect to this choice. Hence 6.4 can be simpli ed to E^h H ? K (E x (K; X); S 0 + ) :
This completes the proof.
